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Preparing
files for
print...

• Set up documents to the correct size (unless
for large format print work which can be set up
at 1/4 or 1/2 size - but specify if you have done
this)

Your
artwork
check list

• Colour – CMYK (unless Spot/Pantone colours
are required)

Once you have created your
artwork and before you upload
and send it to us, make a quick
check against our settings to
ensure there are no potential
issues with your print job.

For print, please ensure your images are set up as CMYK colour
mode - not RGB or another colour mode

• Set up multiple page documents in running
order

• Bleed – 3mm
• Add crop marks

Cyan

Magenta

Yellow

Black

CMYK

RGB

• Safe area – 3mm (the closest the text can
appear to the crop marks or fold line)
• Resolution – minimum of 300dpi for all print
work (unless large format work which 150dpi
will be fine)
• Fonts – embedded

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Paper type
and weight
The basics
Paper type and weight

Paper and board is weighed
in grammes per square meter
(gsm). Board is used generally
for folders and brochure covers.

Typical paper weights:
weights:

We would typically recommend
the following paper weights for
the following products

90gsm-130gsm
Letterheads
Compliment Slips
Invoices

80gsm
There is an array of paper types
available for achieving various
effects and finishes.
The main paper categories for
everyday leaflet and brochure
use are:
Matt art
Silk art
Gloss art
Uncoated ‘cartridge’ type paper
is often used as an option to art
papers.
There is a wide variety of
uncoated papers for the
printing of stationery ranges.

90gsm

150gsm-170gsm
Flyers

100gsm
115gsm

170gsm-250gsm
Brochures

130gsm
150gsm
170gsm

350gsm-400gsm
Business Cards
Folders

It is possible to calculate the weight of a finished item of print for
postage assessment using the following equation::
1. number of leaves
2. size

Typical board weights:

3. material weight

200gsm

Eg. 6 pages @ A4 size on 350gsm board

220gsm

=3 x 0.210 x 0.297 x 350 = 65g

250gsm

If you’re laminating the print you need to make a weight allowance.
Also remember that 2pp is only one sheet of paper

270gsm
300gsm
350gsm
400gsm

Download all artwork templates
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Read more at datumcp.com
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Page folds
Here is a selection of
commonly used folds and their
terminology.
4 page single fold

6 page concertina fold

6 page roll fold

6 page parallel double fold

matlese cross

6 page gate fold

8 page french fold

8 page concertina fold

8 page parallel map fold

12 page concertina letter fold

8 page parallel over & outer fold

10 page concertina fold

12 page standard letter fold

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Preparing
files for
print...
Common
questions
answered

What file formats do you
accept? - Our recommended
file format of choice is a Press
Ready PDF, please refer to
our PDF settings page. We
also accept open files created
in the Adobe CS package,
QuarkXPress.
We also accept other files such
as Powerpoint or Word format,
but there would be a small fee to
convert the file. Note we do not
recommend sending files in
this format.
What is large format and
small format? - For ease of
description, we class anything
larger than A3 as Large format.
What does double sided
mean? - It simply means the
artwork is printed both sides on
the sheet of paper.
Why is it important to upload
single pages in order? - Rather
than supplying for example the
cover and back first, followed by
text inner pages, it’s important
to supply pages in numerical
order, with the cover being the
first page and the back page
being the last. This ensures
your document is printed in the
correct order.

What is the difference
between pages and leaves? A page is typically side of paper,
while a leaf is a sheet of paper.
So a leaf of paper could contain
two pages if double sided or just
one page if single sided.
What are the best values of
black in CMYK? - When you
print with digital presses, as we
do, using 100% black is perfect
for text but not for large, solid
areas. To achieve a nice rich
black, we recommend using
the formula of 60% cyan, 0%
magenta, 0% yellow and 100%
black which will give you a
great result.
Why do I need to supply
CMYK artwork? - The RGB
colour space is much larger
than CMYK, and if you supply
artwork as RGB, what you
receive when printed will differ
to what you supplied and the
colours will appear very dull.
Before you save your PDF file
make sure you have converted it
to CMYK so you will have a true
indication of what it will look
like when printed. You can use
Photoshop or to readjust colour
if required.

What’s the difference
between CMYK & RGB
images? - RGB is the colour
gamut used to display images
on computer screen, and stands
for Red, Green and Blue. CMYK
is the colours gamut used for
conventional printing, and
stands for Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow and Black - simply put,
all printed artwork should be
set up as CMYK.
Is there anywhere I can get
help with my artwork? Yes we offer a full
artworking service.
How do I ensure images are
not pixellated? - All images
supplied must be a minimum
of 300dpi and not enlarged
anymore than 141%.
What is resolution? Resolution is a measure of the
number of pixels, or dots at a
given size that will determine
the quality of the final printed
piece, for instance 300dpi (dots
per inch) which is suitable for
print or 72dpi (dots per inch)
which is traditionally fine
for screen.

Download all artwork templates

Do I need to add crop marks?
- Crop marks shouldn’t be
added manually. Most design
applications that allow export of
PDFs will have an option
to include crop marks when
the PDF is saved. They help us
to be sure of the document
size desired.

What are the best image
file types to use in artwork?
- EPS, JPEG and TIFF are
the best image file types to
guarantee high quality print,
remember to set these up
with the CMYK colour mode.
Avoid using GIF and PNG
which are suitable for Web
and Digital Media.
What is bleed? - Bleed is the
‘edge’ of a piece of artwork that
goes beyond the trim edges of
the printed piece. It’s important
that artwork that touches the
edge of the printed piece ‘bleeds’
outside of the trim line to make
sure that when it’s finished
there is no risk of a white ‘edge’
appearing on the finished piece.
How do I apply bleed? Printers generally require 3mm
bleed. Depending on what
program you are using, you may
be able to apply bleed when you
are saving artwork as a PDF. In
programs that do not have that
option (eg. Word, Powerpoint
and Photoshop) you will need to
set up the page size as slightly
larger to allow for the bleed.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

What is the ‘safe area’? - The
safe area is the area close to
the trim marks, where text or
important information should
ideally not be placed. There
is always a small amount of
movement during print finishing
and keeping items off this safe
area ensures that they don’t
accidentally get trimmed off, we
generally recommend you keep
any text a minimum of 5mm
away from the edge.

Read more at datumcp.com
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Exporting
PDF files
from Adobe
Creative
Suite
When saving and exporting a
PDF from the Adobe Creative
Suite, please use the following
settings.

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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A Paper Sizes

Size

The dimensions of the A series paper sizes,
as deﬁned by the ISO 216 standard, are given
in the table to the right of the diagram in both
millimetres and inches (cm measurements can
be obtained by dividing mm value by 10).
The A Series paper size chart, below left, gives
a visual representation of how the sizes relate
to each other – for example A5 is half of A4 size
paper and A2 is half of A1 size paper.

Width x Height
(mm)

(in)

4A0

1682 x 2378

66.2 x 93.6

2AO

1189 x 1682

46.8 x 66.2

A0

841 x 1189

33.1 x 46.8

A1

594 x 841

23.4 x 33.1

A2

420 x 594

16.5 x 23.4

A3

297 x 420

11.7 x 16.5

A4

210 x 297

8.3 x 11.7

A5

148 x 210

5.8 x 8.3

A6

105 x 148

4.1 x 5.8

A7

74 x 105

2.9 x 4.1

A8

52 x 74

2.0 x 2.9

A9

37 x 52

1.5 x 2.0

A10

26 x 37

1.0 x 1.5

A8
A6

A7

A4
A5
A2

A3

A0

A1

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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B Paper Sizes

Size

The dimensions of the B series paper sizes, as
defined by ISO 21 6, are given in the table below
in both millimetres and inches
(cm measurements can be obtained by dividing
the mm value by 10 ). The B Series paper size
chart is a visual explanation of how the B paper
sizes relate to each other.

Width x Height
(mm)

(in)

B0

1000 x 1414

39.4 x 55.7

B1

707 x 1000

27.8 x 39.4

B2

500 x 707

19.7 x 27.8

B3

353 x 500

13.9 x19.7

B4

250 x 353

9.8 x 13.9

B5

176 x 250

6.9 x 9.8

B6

125 x 176

4.9 x 6.9

B7

88 x 125

3.5 x 4.9

B8

162 x 88

2.4 x 3.5

B9

44 x 105

1.7 x 2.4

B10

52 x 74

1.2 x 1.7

B8
B6

B7

B4
B5
B2

B3

B0

B1

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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C Paper Sizes

Size

The dimensions of the C series envelope sizes,
as defined by ISO 216, are given in the table
below right in both millimetres and inches (cm
measurements can be obtained by dividing the
mm value by 10). The diagram below shows the
size of each of the envelopes when compared to a
sheet of A4 paper.

Width x Height
(mm)

(in)

C0

917 x 1297

36.1 x 51.5

C1

648 x 917

25.5 x 36.1

C2

458 x 648

18 x 25.5

C3

324 x 458

12.8 x 18

C4

229 x 324

9 x 12.8

C5

162 x 229

6.4 x 9

C6

114 x 162

4.5 x 6.4

C7

81 x 114

3.2 x 4.5

C8

57 x 81

2.2 x 3.2

C9

40 x 57

1.6 x 2.2

C10

28 x 40

1.1 x 1.6

C8
C6

C7

C4
C5
C2

C3

C0

C1

DL Envelope Size
The DL envelope has a different aspect ratio to
the C series and is the most widely used business
envelope. The size allows for a two fold A4 sheet
to be inserted (or the common size compliment
slip.the size of each of the envelopes when
compared to a sheet of A4 paper.

Size
DL

Width x Height
(mm)

(in)

220 x 110

4.33 x 8.66

DL

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Curved Pop-up 3x2 stand artwork
Each Panel measures 653x2130mm +3mm bleed

Product Code DCM025

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

2130 mm

1

4

653 mm

Download all artwork templates

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Curved Pop-up 3x3 stand artwork

Product Code DCM026

Each Panel measures 653x2130mm +3mm bleed

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

4

5

2130 mm

1

653 mm

Download all artwork templates

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Curved Pop-up 3x4 stand artwork

Product Code DCM027

Each Panel measures 653x2130mm +3mm bleed

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

4

5

6

653 mm

Download all artwork templates

2130 mm

1

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Curved Pop-up 3x5 stand artwork

Product Code DCM028

Each Panel measures 653x2130mm +3mm bleed

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

4

5

6

2130 mm

1

7

653 mm

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Straight Pop-up 3x3 stand artwork

Product Code DCM029

Each Panel measures 733x2130mm +3mm bleed and End Panels are 673mm

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

4

5

733 mm

673 mm

2130 mm

1

Download all artwork templates

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Straight Pop-up 3x4 stand artwork

Product Code DCM030

Each Panel measures 733x2130mm +3mm bleed and End Panels are 673mm

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

4

5

733 mm

673 mm

2130 mm

1

Download all artwork templates

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Straight Pop-up 3x5 stand artwork

Product Code DCM031

Each Panel measures 733x2130mm +3mm bleed and End Panels are 673mm

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

TIP! When creating artwork, avoid placing text in panels 1 and 4 as this is the curved part of the unit
and will not be clear to read. Try not to run text over panel join, you must never have a letter splitting
over 2 panels

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

2

3

4

5

733 mm

673 mm

2130 mm

1

Download all artwork templates

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Read more at datumcp.com
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Optional wrap-around graphic
for case

Product Code DCM032

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

2. Create your artwork
Front
500 mm

Side and back
662 mm

790 mm

Side and back
662 mm

If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

1825 mm

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Visual shown is a 3x3
Curved Pop Up stand

Optional graphic
around case - see p19

Optional graphic
around case

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Pull Up Banner artwork
850mm wide

Product Code DCM021

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

Size of artwork is 850x2150mm
Finished (visible) size is 850x2000mm with extra bleed for the mechanism 850x150mm

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

Bleed Area 850x150mm

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Pull Up Banner artwork
1000mm wide

Product Code DCM022

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

Size of artwork is 1000x2150mm
Finished (visible) size is 1000x2000mm with extra bleed for the mechanism 1000x150mm

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

Bleed Area 1000x150mm

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Pull Up Banner artwork
1200mm wide

Product Code DCM023

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

Size of artwork is 1200x2150mm
Finished (visible) size is 1200x2000mm with extra bleed for the mechanism 1200x150mm

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

Bleed Area 1200x150mm

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Pull Up Banner artwork
1500mm wide

Product Code DCM024

1. Download your artwork template here
or why not download our complete range of
templates and goodies here

Size of artwork is 1500x2150mm
Finished (visible) size is 1500x2000mm with extra bleed for the mechanism 1500x150mm

2. Create your artwork
If you do not have any artworking services why not
speak to our studio at Datum to see how we can help

3. Upload your artwork
by visiting www.datumdropbox.com

Bleed Area 1500x150mm

Download all artwork templates

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Read more at datumcp.com
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Print
Marketing
Glossary
Don’t know your UV from your
RGB? Help is at hand with our
guide to common print terms.

A
A Sizes – Most common paper
size used for general printing
of stationery. For example A4 is
used for letterheads.
Artwork – Usually supplied
in electronic format, this is the
type, photos, images etc. which
make up what will be printed.
A/W – Abbreviation for artwork.
Authors Corrections –
Changes made by the customer
to the artwork. These are
charged to the customer.

B
B Sizes – Larger than A sizes,
most machines are based on
taking this oversized sheet size.
Back Up – To print on the
reverse of a sheet which has
already been printed on one side
Binding – Process of fastening
papers together.
Bleed – The printed image
extends beyond the trim edge of
a sheet or page. It is not possible
to print all the way to the edge of
the paper sheets. To achieve

this effect it is necessary to print
a larger area than is required
and then trim the paper down to
the correct size. An allowance
is made (usually 3mm) to make
trimming easier.
Bitmap – An image arranged
accordingly to bit location
in columns. Resolution of
a PostScript file processed
through a RIP will have
a bitmap image with the
characteristics and resolution of
the particular output device.
Blind Emboss – A type of
finishing where no ink is
used. Instead, the design or
text is only visible as a raised
area on the paper/card. Also
see debossing which has the
opposite effect.
lock Foiling – Where a design
is stamped into the paper/board,
usually in a metallic foil.
Blister Packaging – Is the
method of packaging in which
an object is placed in a preformed, clear plastic tray and
backed by a printed card.

Board – While there is no
agreed rule, paper exceeding
170gsm is usually classed
as board.
Bond Paper – A basic uncoated
paper, often used for copying or
laser printers. The better quality
bond paper can be used for
letterheads etc.
Broadsheet – Any sheet in its
basic size (not folded or cut); also
denotes a newspaper size.
Bulk – Thickness of paper
measured in Microns, as
opposed to the weight (see gsm)
Burst Binding (or slot
binding) – A method similar to
perfect binding where the text
pages are glued in to the cover.
In burst binding, slots are cut
in to the sections to help the
adhesive seep into the spine
for a stronger hold. This has
somewhat been superseded
by PUR binding, which uses
a much stronger glue and
achieves similar results to
Burst Binding.

Download all artwork templates

C
C Sizes – These sizes relate to
envelope sizes and are suitable
for enclosing stationery in the
A sizes.
Case Bound – A hardback made
with stiff outer covers. Case
bound books are usually covered
with cloth, vinyl or leather.
CBS1 Material – This is
the security material that all
cheques need to be printed on.

Collating – Arranging of
printed sheets into the
desired sequence.
Colour Separation – Process
by which an image is separated
into the four colours for full
colour print production.

CMYK – Letters which stand
for Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and
Black (K). Full colour printing
is usually made up of these
component colours.
Coated Stock – Paper which
has a coating. It can be gloss,
silk or matt and is suitable for
jobs requiring a fine finish such
as colour brochures.
Coating – A special water
based coating which is applied
to printed matter to protect
literature from ink smudging or
finger marking or to enhance
appearance. The main types
are sealer, gloss, matt and silk.

Need a hand? 01707 251 222

Coatings are commonly used
on matt or silk coated paper as
these types are more prone to
smudging than gloss coated
paper. The main difference
between a varnish and a coating
is that coatings are faster drying
and therefore jobs can be turned
around quicker.

Computer to Plate (CTP)
– The process of producing
printer´s plates directly from the
computer with no films involved.
Contract Proof – A colour,
hard copy representation of the
printed image, made from the
electronic files which will be
used to make the final printing
plates. The word “contract”
comes from the fact that, when
signed by the client, a contract
is formed, which states that
the final printed job should be

Read more at datumcp.com
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a close match to the contract
proof. (Contract proof can also
mean colour accurate proof).
Crease – Where a line is scored
to allow for easier and tidier
folding. We score any board
over 170gsm, as this helps us
prevent cracking on the fold.
Crop – The method of trimming
the print to the required
finished size.
Crop Marks – Printed lines
on the edge of the paper for
indicating where the paper
should be cut to produce the
correct page size.
Cutting Forme (or Die or Tool)
– The custom made cutter used
when die-cutting printed work to
a particular shape.

D
Debossing – Where an image
is pressed or stamped into the
paper creating a depression as
opposed to an embossed,
raised impression.
Desktop publishing – A
generic title given to the
introduction of personal

computers (PC) to typesetting,
page composition and image
handling. The combination
of all these gives electronic
control within a single system
of what was traditionally a
specialist and segmented
operation. The most common
desktop publishing program
is Publisher, although we still
get some artwork supplied in
Word and Powerpoint! For best
results, a professional program
such as Quark or InDesign
is recommended.
Die–cut – A shape cut from
the card or paper using a
cutting forme.
Die stamping – An intaglio
process of printing in which
the resultant impression
tands out in relief above the
surface of the stamped material,
either coloured (using inks) or
blind (that is, without colour):
relief stamping.
Digital Printing – Printing
direct from the computer usually
in full colour without the need
for plates. Digital printing is
faster and more cost effective for

small/medium print runs and
allows for special techniques
such as ‘print on demand’ and
personalisation. Can also be
used in the process of printing
self adhesive labels.
Digital Proofing – Proofing
direct from digital files instead
of using film, usually via
inkjet technology.
DL – Envelope size to hold an
A4 sheet folded twice (or a
compliment slip). 220 x 110mm.
Drawn On Covers – A paper
back cover with the text pages
glued in. (see perfect binding &
burst binding)
Drilling – is another term for
hole punching.
Dots per Inch (DPI) – Indicates
the resolution of images. The
more dots per inch, the higher
the resolution and the better
quality of image.
Dummy – A mock-up of the
finished product. This can be
printed or unprinted, depending
on the purpose.
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E
Electroink ® – Is the ink used
in our HPIndigo press. The
particles are 1-2 microns and
supplied in a liquid giving an
ultra smooth superior print
quality.
Encapsulation – Where the
printed matter is sealed in a
plastic coating providing a rigid,
watertight covering. (Sometimes
referred to as laminating which
is actually incorrect).
Embossing – The process of
raising letters or designs on card
or paper already printed.
EPS File – Encapsulated
Postscript File. This is a file
format which can be read across
different programs on MAC or
PC computers.

F
File format – The type of
computer file that the artwork
is saved as. Examples include
JPEG, EPS or PDF.
Finished Size – The size once
trimmed and folded.
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Finishing – Any process which
follows the actual printing.
Can include folding, creasing,
stitching, binding etc.
Flat Size – The size before
folding, after trimming. Can
also be used if a product is to be
supplied creased but unfolded.
Folding – There are a large
number of different folding
options. Some common folds
are:
• Simple Fold
• Concertina or Z fold
• Gate fold
• Roll fold
• Cross Fold
Font – A set of letters, numbers
and symbols that share a
unified design. Also referred to
as a typeface.
Four Colour Process –
Printing using four constituent
colours: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow
and Black.
FSC® - Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC.org) is an
independent, non-governmental,
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not for profit organisation
established to promote the
responsible management of
the world’s forests. Certain
paper brands are accredited
by the FSC®.

G
Gloss Coated Paper – These
papers have a smooth surface
and a high shine, perfect for
producing printed promotional
items e.g. flyers and leaflets
GSM – Grams per square metre.
This is the standard measure
of paper weight (ie 90gsm,
170gsm, 350gsm).

H
Hot-foil – A printing technique
using very thin aluminium
foil in a variety of metallic
colours, such as gold, silver, red
and blue. The metallic foil is
released from carrier base onto
a substrate by the application of
heat and pressure from a metal
printing plate which bears the
image to be hot-foiled.

I

L

Imposition – The pages of
the artwork are arranged such
that after printing, cutting and
folding, the pages will be in
the correct order. Sometimes
seen when an imposition proof
is supplied electronically,
the pages will not be in
chronological order.

Laminating – A thin plastic film
used on the covers of printed
literature to give protection. This
can be gloss or matt, not to be
confused with encapsulating
which leaves a clear border and
is much thicker.

Ink jet – A non-impact printing
process in which droplets of
ink are projected onto paper or
other material, in a computerdetermined pattern.
Insert – A piece of paper or card
laid between the leaves of a
book and not secured
in anyway.

J
JPEG – Joint Photographic
Experts Group. A common type
of file format for image files.

K
Kiss Cut – To die-cut the top
layer but not the backing of a
two layered sticker/label.

Landscape – Where a
document is oriented so the long
edges are at the top and bottom.
(As opposed to portrait.)
Lithographic (Litho) printing
– A printing process by which
the inked image to be printed
is transferred (offset) first to a
rubber blanket before coming
into contact with the paper,
which takes up the inked areas.
Laid Paper – Uncoated
paper often used for business
stationery which has a textured
pattern of parallel lines.

M
Machine Fold – The process
of mechanically folding printed
paper.
Machine Varnish – A general
varnish applied to printed
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literature to protect or seal
against smudging or finger
marking.

extra sheets for set-up purposes
and deliver more rather than just
ending up short on a job.

Make-ready – All work
associated with setting up
the print press and finishing
equipment before production.

P
Page – One side of a sheet of
paper. For example, an A4 sheet
has 2 pages. An A4 sheet folded
in half to A5 has 4 pages.

Micron – Although paper is
usually measured in GSM
(weight), it is sometimes
measured in microns
(thickness).
Mockup - See dummy

O
Offset Printing – A lithographic
method of printing in which the
ink is first transferred from the
image to an offset blanket and
then to the stock which may
be paper, card, metal or other
material.
Origination – All the items
needed to put together and
print the job eg. Artwork,
photography, typesetting etc.
Overs – The extra printed
products delivered to a customer
over and above the net amount
ordered. Printers try to allow
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Pantone – Pantone, Pantone
Matching System and PMS +
are standard trademarks for
colour standards, colour data,
colour reproduction and colour
reproduction materials, and
other colour related products
and services, meeting its
specifications, control and
quality requirements.
PDF – Portable Document
Format. The industry standard
for saving files in an acceptable
format. Quick, cheap and
increasingly stable. A PDF is
often used for viewing proofs
and for supply of final artwork.
Perfecting Binding – Pages of
a book which are glued together
to give a square spine.
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Perfecting – Printing the
second side of a sheet on one
pass; backing-up. Our 10 colour
press perfects 5/5 and our 5
colour press perfects 3/2.
Perforation – Running a dotted
score into paper to allow the
paper to be pulled apart.
Personalisation –
Personalisation is the
method used to merge data
and artwork to produce each
print individually. For example,
personalised letters are
each addressed to a
different individual.
Portrait – Where a document is
oriented so the long edges are
on either side. (As opposed to
landscape.)
PostScript – A Page Description
Language (PDL) developed
by Adobe, which describes
the contents and layout of a
page. PostScript also serves
as a programming language
whereby the PostScript code is
executed by a PostScript RIP
in the output device in order
to produce a printout or film
containing the page.

Printing Plate – A metal
plate which has inked images
involved in the offset plate
lithography printing process.
Each colour in a printing job
requires a separate plate.
Process Colours – The colours
which make up full colour
printing. Cyan, Magenta, Yellow
and Black.
Proof – A version of a document
produced for the purpose of
review before it is printed.
Pantone (PMS) – Spot colours,
also known as PMS colours,
and officially as Pantone
Matching System colours are
specific colour formulas that will
reproduce accurately in print.
Instead of simulating colours
by combining primary colours
(CMYK), spot (PMS) colours are
pre–mixed with existing and
published colour formulas.
Pre Press – All procedures (and
costs) associated with bringing
a job to press, such as design,
artwork, proofs, set–up etc.

PMS – Pantone Matching
System. Followed by 3 or 4
digits to make up a code e.g.
PMS 072. See spot colours.

RGB – 3 colour split (Red,
Green, Blue) used by monitors,
not ideal for printing, images
should be changed to CMYK.

PP – Printed pages. Refers to the
number of pages in a document
e.g. 12pp (12 pages)

S

PUR binding – Visually the
same as perfect binding but
using polyrethane reactive glue,
it is the most durable binding
glue available, offering design
flexibility for any number of
applications.

R
Ream – 500 Sheets of Paper.
Register – The printing of two
or more plates in juxtaposition
so that they complete a design
if printing on the same side of
the sheet or back up accurately
if printed on opposite sides of
the sheet.
Resolution – refers to the
degree of detail of an image.
It is usually measured in dots
per inch (dpi). A high resolution
gives a high quality image and
vice versa.
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Silk Coated Paper – Silk
papers have a low surface shine,
a smooth finish, but not glossy.

Saddle Stitch – When the
pages of a printed document
are bound together using metal
staples.
Saddle-wire Stitching – To
stitch with wire through the
back of the folded work.
Seal or Sealer – A coating
applied over the print. This helps
prevent set off and smudging.
Section – A folded sheet of
paper forming part of a book;
sections are sometimes made
of insetted folded sheets of four,
eight sixteen or more pages.
Self-Cover – Where the cover
and text pages are on the same
paper stock
Set Off – This is where the ink
from one sheet is transferred on
to the reverse of the sheet above.
Leaving ample time for the ink
to dry and applying a sealer
helps to prevent this.
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Screen Printing – The oldest
method of printing. Ink is
applied to a porous silk screen
and passes through a stencil or
template to leave an impression.
Normally used when printing
on fabric and banners and when
printing on board that is too
thick to pass through a standard
litho print press.
Sheet Fed Press – Printing
presses which are fed by
separate sheets of paper, as
opposed to paper on a reel.
They are suitable for all types of
commercial printing.
Shrink Wrapping – Method of
packing printed products etc. by
surrounding them with plastic
then shrinking by heat.
Side stitching – To stitch
through the side from front to
back at the binding edge with
thread or wire. Also known as
stab stitching.
Score – To impress or indent
a mark in the paper, to make
folding easier.
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Spiral Binding – As used in
notebooks in which the pages
are fastened together by a
spiral of wire or plastic that
coils through a series of holes
punched along the edge of the
document.

T

Spot Colours - Refers to solid
colours which are found in
commercially obtainable colour
ranges such as Pantone®, these
are mostly used in addition to
CMYK where CMYK is not
available e.g. Printing gold or
silver. When using Pantone
colours, it is worth bearing in
mind for future jobs that should
you want to print in CMYK, the
chosen Pantone® may not have
a suitable CMYK equivalent,
which may in turn lead to the
expense of using additional
plates .

Toner – Toner is a powder
used in laser printers and
photocopiers to form the printed
text and images on the paper, in
general with a toner cartridge
and bonded to the paper under
very high temperature.

Spot Varnish – a way of
highlighting an area of a page
by selectively applying a gloss
varnish to it.

Tint – Percentage shade of
a colour.
TIFF – Tagged Image file
Format. A type of file which
stores an image.

Typesetting – The assembly of
text and pictures on a MAC or
PC by keyboard or other digital
means.
Trim Marks – See “Crop Marks”

U

UV Varnish – A special
varnish which has undergone
an accelerated varnish drying
process using ultra violet can
be applied to printed matter
to enhance its appearance. A
gloss UV varnish is commonly
used and this gives a very
shiny effect.

V
Varnishing – To apply oil,
synthetic, spirit, cellulose or
water varnish to printed matter
by hand or machine to enhance
its appearance or increase its
durability.
Vignette – This term usually
refers to a single dot pattern
that may start at 50% dot and
gradually decrease to say 5% in
a smooth graduation.

W
Web Fed Press – Presses which
are fed by paper from a reel as
distinct from separate sheets.
They are normally used for high
volume printing.
Wet Proof – This is a fully
made up, printed proof. The
same machine and materials
will be used as for the finished
product. Whilst this is quite
expensive, it does leave you
with an exact mock-up of what
is to be printed. This is suitable
for colour checking. Only
recommended for large runs
and specialist items.
Wove Paper – Uncoated
paper often used for business
stationery which has no obvious
surface texture or pattern.

Uncoated Paper – Paper which
has not been coated, not gloss
or silk

Stock – Paper or other material
to be printed.
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Don’t know your SMS from
your SEO? Help is at hand with
our guide to common digital
marketing terms.

0-9
3G – 3G or third generation is
the name for the enhanced data
communication services that
allow video calling and rich
media on mobile phones. The
birth of the technology led to the
setting up of mobile operator 3
in the UK.
4G - 4G, short for fourth
generation, is the fourth
generation of mobile
telecommunications technology,
succeeding 3G. A 4G system
must provide capabilities
defined by ITU in IMT
Advanced. Potential and current
applications include amended
mobile web access, IP telephony,
gaming services, high-definition
mobile TV, video conferencing,
3D television, and cloud
computing.

A
A/B testing – A method
in marketing research
where variables in a control
scenario are changed and the
ensuing alternate strategies

tested, in order to improve
the effectiveness of the final
marketing strategy.

Affiliate directory – A
categorised listing of affiliate
programs.

services, including aggregation,
for affiliate merchants and
affiliates.

Above the fold – The section
of a Web page that is visible
without scrolling.

Affiliate forum – An online
community where visitors may
read and post topics related to
affiliate marketing.

Affiliate software – Software
that, at a minimum, provides
tracking and reporting of
commission-triggering actions
(sales, registrations, or clicks)
from affiliate links.

Ad blocking – The blocking of
Web advertisements, typically
the image in graphical Web
advertisements.
Ad space – The space on
a Web page available for
advertisements.
Add URL – (see Search Engine
Submission)
AdSense – A text-based
advertisement service provided
by Google.com.
Advertising Network – A
network representing many
Web sites in selling advertising,
allowing advertising buyers to
reach broad audiences relatively
easily through run-of-category
and run-of-network buys.
Affiliate – The publisher/
salesperson in an affiliate
marketing relationship.

Affiliate fraud – Bogus activity
generated by an affiliate in an
attempt to generate illegitimate,
unearned revenue.
Affiliate manager – A person
responsible for managing an
online affiliate program for an
affiliate merchant.
Affiliate marketing – Revenue
sharing between online
advertisers/merchants and
online publishers/salespeople,
whereby compensation is based
on performance measures,
typically in the form of sales,
clicks, registrations, or a hybrid
model.
Affiliate merchant – The
advertiser in an affiliate
marketing relationship.
Affiliate network – A valueadded intermediary providing
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Autoresponder – A program
that sends an automatic form
response to incoming emails.

ALT text – HTML attribute that
provides alternative text when
non-textual elements, typically
images, cannot be displayed.
Animated GIF – A graphic
in the GIF89a file format that
creates the effect of animation
by rotating through a series of
static images.

B2B – Business that sells
products or provides services to
other businesses.

B
B2C – Business that sells
products or provides services to
the end-user consumers.
Bandwidth – How much data
can be transmitted in a time
period over a communications
channel, often expressed in
kilobits per second (kbps).

Anonymous FTP – An option
in FTP that allows users to
download files without having
to establish and account.
Application service provider –
Provider of applications/services
that are distributed through a
network to many customers in
exchange for a stream of smaller
payments as opposed to one
fixed, upfront price.
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ASP Hosting – Web hosting
that supports Active Server
Pages, a server-side scripting
environment from Microsoft.

Banner ad – A graphical web
advertising unit, typically
measuring 468 pixels wide and
60 pixels tall (i.e. 468×60).
Banner blindness – The
tendency of web visitors
to ignore banner ads, even
when the banner ads contain
information visitors are actively
looking for.
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Banner exchange – Network
where participating sites display
banner ads in exchange for
credits which are converted
(using a predetermined
exchange rate) into ads to be
displayed on other sites.

Bookmark – A link stored
in a Web browser for future
reference.

Barter – To exchange goods or
services directly without the use
of money.

2.) In email marketing,
the percentage of emails
in a campaign that are
undeliverable.

Beyond the banner – Online
advertising not involving
standard GIF and JPEG banner
ads.
Blogger – 1. a person who
publishes content on the web
using a blog 2. a blog service
powered by Google.com
Blogging – The act of creating
a web log – a personal online
web space where users can
write their thoughts and
anything else they want.
Blogosphere – The community
of blogs and everything else
related to them.
Blogroll – A section of a blog
page that contains a list of links
to recommended blog sites.

Bounce rate – 1.) In web
analytics, the percentage of
visitors who leave after viewing
a single page.

Browser – (see Web browser)
Burstable bandwidth –
A hosting option that allows
sites to use the available
network capacity to handle
periods of peak usage.
Business hosting – Web
hosting geared towards the
mission-critical functions
demanded by business-class
customers.
Button ad – A graphical
advertising unit, smaller than a
banner ad.
Buzzword – A trendy word
or phrase that is used more to
impress than explain.

C
Caching – The storage of Web
files for later re-use at a point
more quickly accessed by the
end user.
Call to action (CTA) – The part
of a marketing message that
attempts to persuade a person to
perform a desired action.
Captcha – Abbrev. “Completely
Automated Public Turing test
to tell Computers and Humans
Apart”; a challenge-response
testing system; typically an
image that contains a series of
ambiguated characters that the
reader must re-type in a given
field.
Cascading style sheets (CSS)
– A data format used to separate
style from structure on Web
pages.
CDN (content delivery
system) – A system of
geographically distributed
servers designed to accelerate
the delivery of web pages and
files by routing user requests
to the server that’s in the best
position to serve them.
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Click-through rate (CTR)
– The average number of
click-throughs per hundred ad
impressions, expressed as a
percentage.
Colocated hosting – When one
party houses their web server(s)
at another company’s location
for Internet connectivity.
Comment spam – Irrelevant
comments posted to a blog for
the sole purpose of dropping a
link to the spammer’s website.
Contextual advertising
– A method of serving
advertisements based on the
content (i.e., overall context or
theme) of a web page.
Conversion rate –
The percentage of visitors who
take a desired action.
Cookie – A small text file on
the user’s PC that identifies the
user’s browser (and hence the
user) so they’re ‘recognised’
when they re-visit a site. A
cookie allows usernames
to be stored and websites to
personalise their offering.
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CPA (Cost Per Action) –
A metric for measuring the
effectiveness of an Internet
advertising campaign. Take
the total cost of the campaign,
divide it by the number of
desired responses (actions),
and the result is the cost of each
customer action.
CPC (Cost Per Click) –
One way to price Internet
advertising. In the CPC model,
the advertiser pays when a
prospect takes an action and
clicks an online ad, and not just
when that ad is viewed.
CPL (Cost per lead) – Online
advertising payment model
in which payment is based on
the number of qualifying leads
generated.
CPM (Cost Per Thousand) –
The standard unit for buying
or selling Internet advertising.
The ‘thousand (or M in Roman
numerals in the abbreviation)
stands for ‘thousand advertising
impressions’, or views. To figure
out what it costs to reach each
individual viewer of an ad,
divide the CPM rate by 1,000.
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Customer acquisition cost
– The cost associated with
acquiring a new customer.
CTR (Clickthrough Rate) –
The percentage of those clicking
on a link from those to whom
the link was displayed.
CYA (Cover Your Assets) –
CYA simply means that you
make a move in order to not
‘miss the party’. Use CYA to
justify starting your Internet
marketing effort and then use
what you learn to find better
reasons for maintaining and
expanding your online presence.

Deep linking – Llinking to a
web page other than a site’s
home page.
Deep Web – (see invisible Web)
Description tag – An HTML
tag used by Web page authors to
provide a description for search
engine listings.
Directory – (see Web directory)
Disintermediation – The
elimination of intermediaries in
the supply chain, also referred to
as “cutting out the middlemen.”
Domain name – Location of an
entity on the Internet.

Data transfer – The total
amount of outbound traffic from
a website*, typically measured
in gigabytes (Gb).

Doorway domain – A domain
used specifically to rank well
in search engines for particular
keywords, serving as an entry
point through which visitors
pass to the main domain.

Dedicated hosting – Hosting
option whereby the host
provides and is responsible
for the equipment, dedicating
an entire server to the client’s
websites.

Doorway page – A page made
specifically to rank well in
search engines for particular
keywords, serving as an entry
point through which visitors
pass to the main content.

D

Dedicated IP – An IP address
dedicated to a single website.

E

Email – The transmission of
computer-based messages over
telecommunication technology.

FAQ (Frequently Asked
Questions) – A document
provided by many websites
(and sometimes email lists)
with general information about
a newsgroup or email list.
Sometimes used with a press
release to cover technical details
of an announcement.

Email marketing – The
promotion of products or
services via email.

FFA – Fee-for-all links list,
where there are no qualifications
for adding a link.

eCPM – Effective cost
per thousand impressions
(technically, “effective cost per
mille”).

Email spam – Unwanted,
unsolicited email.
Exclusivity – Contract term in
which one party grants another
party sole rights with regard to a
particular business function.

First-mover advantage – A
sometimes insurmountable
advantage gained by the first
significant company to move
into a new market.

F
Facebook – A social
networking site located at
facebook.com.

Forum – An online community
where visitors may read and
post topics of common interest.

Favicon – A small icon that
is used by some browsers to
identify a bookmarked Web site.

Frames – A structure that
allows for the dividing of a
Web page into two or more
independent parts.

Favorite – (see bookmark)
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Frequency cap – Restriction on
the amount of times a specific
visitor is shown a particular
advertisement.

G
GEO - targeting – A method
of detecting a website visitor’s
location to serve location-based
content or advertisements.
GIF89a – (see animated GIF)

Flash – Multimedia technology
developed by Macromedia
(now Adobe) to allow much
interactivity to fit in a relatively
small file size. Flash is a
technology that is being
replaced by HTML5

Ezine –An electronic magazine,
whether delivered via a Web site
or an email newsletter.

Freemium – A technique where
a business offers a free basic
product, giving the customer
an option to use an advanced
version for a premium cost.

Google Instant – A a feature
of Google’s search engine that
shows search results as the
keyword query is being typed.
Guerilla marketing –
Unconventional marketing
intended to get maximum
results from minimal resources.
Guest blogging – Writing a
blog post to be published on
another blog as a temporary
featured author.
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H
Heatmap – A graphical
representation of data where
varying degrees of a single
metric are shown using colors.
Hit – Request of a file from a
Web server.
Home page – The main page of
a Web site.
House ad – Self-promotional
ad a company runs on their
own site/network to use unsold
inventory.
HTML banner – A banner ad
using HTML elements, often
including interactive forms
instead of (or in addition to)
standard graphical elements.
HTML email – Email that
is formatted using Hypertext
Markup Language, as opposed
to plain text email.
HTML (HyperText Markup
Language) – The code, placed
in special markers called tags,
that’s added to a text document
to make it function as a web
page.

Hybrid model – A combination
of two or more online marketing
payment models
Hyperlink – Also called ‘Callto-action’ links. Links in online
marketing campaigns that take
the reader to the next step in a
process.

I
IE (Internet Explorer) –
Previously the most popular
web browser in the world.
Impression – A single instance
of an online advertisement
being displayed.*
Inbound link – A link from a
site outside of your site.
Inbound marketing – A
marketing model whose sales
performance relies on the
initiative of its client base to find
and purchase a product.
Incentivized traffic – Visitors
who have received some form of
compensation for visiting a site.
Interactive agency – An
agency offering a mix of Web
design/development, Internet
advertising/marketing, or

E-Business/E-Commerce
consulting.

K

L

Interstitial – An advertisement
that loads between two content
pages.

Keyword – A word or phrase
that potential customers type
into a search engine to find a
service or product.

Invisible Web – The portion of
the Web not indexed by search
engines.

Keyword density – Keywords
as a percentage of indexable text
words.

Lead magnet – A specific
deliverable that is offered to
prospects in return for contact
information, typically to join an
email list.

ISP (Internet Service
Provider) – A company that
provides dial-up or other kinds
of access to the Internet to
individuals and businesses.
Online services have their own
proprietary content but also
serve as ISPs for their users.

Keyword marketing –
Putting your message in front
of people who are searching
using particular keywords and
keyphrases.

J
JavaScript – A scripting
language developed by
Netscape and used to create
interactive Web sites.
JPEG (Joint Photographic
Experts Group) – A standard
for compressed pictures, widely
used on the web. JPEG is best
used for photographs and other
images with many shades of
colour.
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Keyword research – The
search for keywords related to
your Web site, and the analysis
of which ones yield the highest
return on investment (ROI).
Keyword stuffing – The
excessive, unnatural use of
keywords on a web page for
search engine optimization
purposes.
Keywords tag – META tag
used to help define the primary
keywords of a Web page.
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Like-gate – A barrier requiring
a user to “Like” a brand’s page
before they can access certain
content from that brand on
Facebook.
Link building – The process
of increasing the number of
inbound links to a website in a
way that will increase search
engine rankings.
Link checker –Tool used to
check for broken hyperlinks.
Link popularity – A measure of
the quantity and quality of sites
that link to your site.
Link text – The text contained
in (and sometimes near) a
hyperlink.
Linkbait – A piece of content
created with the primary
purpose of attracting inbound
links.
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Linkrot – When Web pages
previously accessible at a
particular URL are no longer
reachable at that URL due to
movement or deletion of the
pages.
Log file – File that records the
activity on a Web server.
Long domain name – Domain
names longer than the original
26 characters, up to a theoretical
limit of 67 characters (including
the extension, such as .com).

M
Managed WordPress hosting
– Web hosting optimized
specifically for WordPress,
where the hosting company
assumes many of the routine
maintenance tasks.
Manual submission – Adding
a URL to the search engines
individually by hand.
Marketing automation – The
use of software to automate
repetitive tasks related to
marketing activities and connect
different parts of the marketing
funnel.

Media kit – A resource
created by a publisher to help
prospective ad buyers evaluate
advertising opportunities.
META search engine – A
search engine that displays
results from multiple search
engines.
META tag generator – Tool
that will output META tags
based on input page
META tags – Tags to describe
various aspects about a Web
page.
Moderator – At a forum,
someone entrusted by
the administrator to help
discussions stay productive and
within the guidelines.
Mousetrapping – The use of
browser tricks in an effort to
keep a visitor captive at a site,
often by disabling the “Back”
button or generated repeated
pop-up windows.
Multivariate testing – A
method in marketing research
where multiple variables
in a control scenario are

simultaneously changed and
the ensuing alternate strategies
tested, in order to improve
the effectiveness of the final
marketing strategy.

Organic search – The unpaid
entries in a search engine
results page that were derived
based on their contents’
relevance to the keyword query.

N

Outbound link – A link to a
site outside of your site.

Navigation – That which
facilitates movement from one
Web page to another Web page.
Netiquette – Short for network
etiquette, the code of conduct
regarding acceptable online
behavior.
Network effect – The
phenomenon whereby a service
becomes more valuable as
more people use it, thereby
encouraging ever-increasing
numbers of adopters.

O
Opt-in email – Email that
is explicitly requested by the
recipient.
Opt-out – (1) type of program
that assumes inclusion
unless stated otherwise. (2) to
remove oneself from an opt-out
program.
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Pay per sale (PPS) – Online
advertising payment model in
which payment is based solely
on qualifying sales.
Payment threshold – The
minimum accumulated
commission an affiliate must
earn to trigger payment from an
affiliate program.

Page view – Request to load a
single HTML page.
Pagejacking – Theft of a
page from the original site and
publication of a copy (or nearcopy) at another site.

PayPal – An online payment
service that lets its users
make purchases and receive
payments via a user-defined
email address.

Pass-along rate – The
percentage of people who pass
on a message or file.
Pay per click (PPC) – Online
advertising payment model in
which payment is based solely
on qualifying click-throughs.
Pay per click search engine
(PPCSE) – Search engine
where results are ranked
according to the bid amount and
advertisers are charged only
when a searcher clicks on the
search listing.
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Pay per lead (PPL) – Online
advertising payment model in
which payment is based solely
on qualifying leads.

Permission marketing –
Marketing centered around
getting customer’s consent
to receive information from a
company.
Podcasting – Making audio or
video files available over RSS
to consumers for viewing or
listening.
Pop-under ad – An ad that
displays in a new browser
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window behind the current
browser window.
Pop-up ad – An ad that
displays in a new browser
window.
Portal – A site featuring a suite
of commonly used services,
serving as a starting point and
frequent gateway to the Web
(Web portal) or a niche topic
(vertical portal).
Premium WordPress theme
– A theme coded for the
WordPress content management
system that costs money.

Q
R
Rate card – Document detailing
prices for various ad placement
options.
Reciprocal links – Links
between two sites, often based
on an agreement by the site
owners to exchange links.
Rectangle ad – Any one of the
large, rectangular banner sizes
suggested by the IAB
Return days – The number

of days an affiliate can earn
commission on a conversion
(sale or lead) by a referred
visitor.
Return on investment (ROI) –
The ratio of profits (or losses) to
the amount invested.
Rich media – New media that
offers an enhanced experience
relative to older, mainstream
formats.
Run of network (RON) –Ad
buying option in which ad
placements may appear on any
pages on sites within an ad
network.
Run of site (ROS) – Ad buying
option in which ad placements
may appear on any pages of the
target site.
RSS (Really Simple
Syndication) – A technology
that allows people to receive
constantly updated content
without having to revisit a
website.

S
Search engine – A program
that indexes documents, then

attempts to match documents
relevant to the users search
requests.
Search engine spam –
Excessive manipulation
to influence search engine
rankings, often for pages which
contain little or no relevant
content.
SEO (Search Engine
Optimisation) – The process
of making a site and its content
highly relevant for both search
engines and searchers.
Search retargeting – The use
of a site visitor’s search history
as a basis for the ads that the
visitor will see.
Search spy – A perpetually
refreshing page that provides
a real-time view of actual Web
searches.
Self-serve advertising
– Advertising that can
be purchased without
the assistance of a sales
representative.
SERP – Shorthand for a page of
search engine listings, typically
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the first page of organic results.

between people online.

Shopping cart – Software used
to make a site’s product catalog
available for online ordering,
whereby visitors may select,
view, add/delete, and purchase
merchandise.

Spam – Another word for
unsolicited commercial email,
bulk email or junk email.

Sig file – A short block of text at
the end of a message identifying
the sender and providing
additional information about
them

Splash page – A branding
page before the home page of a
Web site.

Site search – Search
functionality specific to one site.

Sponsorship – Advertising
that seeks to establish a deeper
association and integration
between an advertiser and
a publisher, often involving
coordinated beyond-the-banner
placements.

Skyscraper ad – An online
ad significantly taller than the
120×240 vertical banner.

Stickiness – The amount of
time spent at a site over a given
time period.

SMS (Short Message Service)
– The most widely available
service on mobile phones other
than voice. Often known as
texting, it permits the sending of
short messages between mobile
phones, other handheld devices
and even landline telephones.

Super affiliate – An affiliate
capable of generating a
significant percentage of an
affiliate program’s activity.

Social networking – The
process of creating, building,
and nurturing virtual
communities and relationships
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Surround session –
Advertising sequence in which
a visitor receives ads from one
advertiser throughout an entire
site visit.

T
Text ad – Advertisement using
text-based hyperlinks.
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Title tag – HTML tag used to
define the text in the top line of
a Web browser, also used by
many search engines as the title
of search listings.
Top 10 – The top ten search
engine results for a particular
search term.
TLD (Top-Level Domain)
– The three letters at the
end of an Internet domain
name that denote the type of
organisation that owns the
website. Examples are .com for
a commercial organisation or
business or .edu for educational
institutions.
Trick banner – A banner ad
that attempts to trick people into
clicking, often by imitating an
operating system message.
Two tier affiliate program
– Affiliate program structure
whereby affiliates earn
commissions on their
conversions as well as
conversions of webmasters they
refer to the program.

U
Underdelivery – Delivery of
less impressions, visitors, or
conversions than contracted for
a specified period of time.
Unique visitors – Individuals
who have visited a Web site
(or network) at least once in a
during a fixed time frame.
URL (Uniform Resource
Locator) – The technical name
for a web address. The URL
allows you to locate services via
the Internet.
Usability – (see Web site
usability)

V
Vertical banner – A banner ad
measuring 120 pixels wide and
240 pixels tall.
Viral marketing – Marketing
phenomenon that facilitates and
encourages people to pass along
a marketing message.
Vlog –A blog that publishes
video content.

Volunter directory – A Web
directory staffed primarily by
unpaid volunteer editors.

W
WAP or Wireless Application
Protocol – WAP is an open
international standard for
applications that use wireless
communication. The main
function of WAP is to provide
access to the Internet from
mobile phones.
Web 2.0 – A collective name
given to new technologies
and consumer trends online
including blogs, social
networks, RSS and podcasting.
www (World Wide Web) –
The number one vehicle for
digital marketing efforts! (Also,
www. is commonly found as a
prefix to web site names.)
Web browser – A a software
application that allows for the
browsing of the World Wide
Web.
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Web design – The selection
and coordination of available
components to create the layout
and structure of a Web page.
Web directory – Organised,
categorised listings of Web
sites.

WordPress – A popular content
management system that is
available as a hosted service
(wordpress.com) and self-hosted
platform (wordpress.org).

Web hosting – The business
of providing the storage,
connectivity, and services
necessary to serve files for a
website.
Web site traffic – The amount
of visitors and vists a Web site
receives.
Web site usability – The ease
with which visitors are able to
use a Web site.
Whois – A utility that returns
ownership information about
second-level domains.
Word-of-mouth marketing –
A marketing method that relies
on casual social interactions to
promote a product.
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Useful
Resources

Useful Web Sites
Adobe Colour CC – Help
choosing those all important
colours for your design
https://color.adobe.com
Coolers – The super fast colour
schemes generator for cool
designers!
https://coolors.co
Creative Bloq – For all the
latest news in graphic and
digital design
http://www.creativebloq.com
Da Font – One of the largest
collection of fonts available on
the web
http://www.dafont.com
Digital Arts Tutorials – Free
resources and tutorials for the
graphic design industry
http://www.digitalartsonline.
co.uk/tutorials/

Google Fonts – A collection of
free fronts available to download
from Google
https://www.google.com/fonts/
Layers – Free training on all
your favourite Adobe apps
http://layersmagazine.com
Tutorial Zine – A site dedicated
to bringing you the coolest
web development tutorials and
resources.
https://www.myfonts.com/
WhatTheFont/
What the font? – Seen a font in
use and want to know what it is?
http://tutorialzine.com

Useful Apps
Datum – Stay up to date with all
the latest news at Datum with
our very own app! We will be
regularly showcasing our latest
work with regular updates and
special offers - What’s not to
like?
iOS & Android
http://datumcp.com/app
Paper – Paper is one the
best iPhone apps out there for
designers – acting like a digital
wall of sticky notes for your
phone.
iOS
http://tinyurl.com/ios-datum1

Ruler Plus – A simple
application but a vital one,
Ruler Plus provides a 7cm
(2 inch) ruler on your iPhone
allowing you to take accurate
measurements with ease.
iOS
http://tinyurl.com/ios-datum3
MyPantone – The Pantone
colour library in your pocket!
Android
http://tinyurl.com/androiddatum1
iOS
http://tinyurl.com/ios-datum4

Adobe Illustrator Draw –
Filled with everything
illustrators need to send layered
and flat artwork
iOS
http://tinyurl.com/ios-datum2

Accreditations &
Memberships
FSC – Datum are accredited
with the FSC Membership and
management standard.
http://www.fsc-uk.org/en-uk
Dscoop – Short for Digital
Solutions Cooperative,
Dscoop is an independent
community of HP Graphic Arts
business owners and technical
professionals who use HP
Indigo, Scitex, High-End Latex
and IHPS equipment.
http://dscoop.org
Sedex– Sedex is a not for profit
membership organisation
dedicated to driving
improvements in responsible
and ethical business practices in
global supply chains.
http://www.sedexglobal.com

Fontspace – A collection of
fonts shared by designers
around the world
http://www.fontspace.com
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We have an
app for that
Stay up to date with all the latest
news at Datum with our very
own app! We will be regularly
showcasing our latest work with
regular updates and special
offers - What’s not to like?
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